
STARDROPS    OCTOBER 11 -17

KEEP YOUR VISION CLEAR

Mars square Pluto began on Oct 5/6, the  strongest  Oct 6, running through Oct 
12 – will return again on Dec 22-25.  
Last week we talked about this challenging energy. I wrote: 

 “Oct 8,9,10       Mars at 22* Aries retrograde square Pluto at 22*
Capricorn 

Three days of potential challenges with energies that are lower,
stuck and want to hold on to their position of power, not budging.
Best to walk away, retreat to tasks that we are able to control and

have some power over rather than argue or push too hard.
Financial stress can pop up at this time. Don't worry about it, Mars

wants to regain an ideal situation in one's life, yet Pluto enforces
another situation. This is potentially a harsh display of an abuse of

power.”

Many friends called me with really weird similar episodes of panicky feelings all 



last week, not able to even put their finger on what it actually was that was 
wrong. They all asked if there was something up they should know about 
because they had periodic waves of fear, doom and panic. 

I sense it is Mars square Pluto, but, something possibly using that square to 
release an energy or release something in our world that is not good.  I have no 
other explanation, but I do believe something out of the ordinary and not good 
happened somewhere. There are people that even mentioned the electricity went
off and on then off, then back on, with a “Whoosh / Zip” Sort of loud noise with 
it. It was so loud in the middle of the night last week, they looked outside, and 
also saw their neighbors up, lights on also looking out their windows. Probably 
nothing...'
Below, is a quick screen capture of last summer's Mars retro description, and the
most negative challenging Mars dates in hard aspects to other planets. 
Some of you might have missed my Mars rants over the past 6 months, so I will 
try to find all my comments in old Stardrops and create a post with them. 

These Dates Below are Mars square Pluto Only – ( the Red Dot is the peak date, 
the date before and after the red dot, is the entire time it is strongly felt).  
Descriptions above....describing the creepy weirdness people were experiencing. 



Oct 10 -11- 12       Venus at 10* Virgo trine Uranus at 10* Taurus, sextile  Hades 
at 10* Cancer. 
 A strange three days where we accept the truth and what is inevitable.  This 
truth could be in us, the positive, the best and goodness we have, and that which 
still must change.  Recalling last week's description of Venus in Virgo, the path 
ahead is one of self examination, purification and perfection. If that all sounds a 
bit too lofty, it translates into basically getting yourself together and deciding to 
change the constant repeating of the same thoughts for one's entire life. No 
wonder certain things never change in the outer world! 

Globally, Venus will demand the same sort of change and acceptance of truth 
and transformation, so we'll see a lot of splitting hairs, micro – analyzing in 
regards to issues involving the need for fairness, discernment, justice, health, 
immune systems, accuracy of info, the truth, and any situation or individuals 
where there has been compromise or cooperation with the dark ( Hades ) now 
being  brought to light.

Oct 11         Sun at 18* Libra square Jupiter 18* Capricorn, and inconjunct 
Neptune at 18* Pisces.  A day to maintain one's good judgment and balance in 
regards to all things. Watch out for issues to be ultra exaggerated today. You 
don't have to jump just because someone is urging you to accept  a position or 
take some form of action without seriously examining the facts.

Oct 12 – Oct 20     Jupiter at 18* Capricorn sextile Neptune at 18* Pisces   An 
uplifting and positive week  in general if one can ward off the disruptive wave of 
strangeness. Jupiter provides moral, spiritual, psychological conversations with 
others who relate well to you. 
 Relationships are made with much sharing at a higher plane, reaching out to 
grasp hands and bring people up to a higher vision, if they would truly listen. It 
represents the opening of a heaven path in some mysterious form. It would be 
good to reflect and commit oneself to Creative Arts, Music, love, Beauty, Faith 



and Hope in the highest happiness, regardless of the condition of the world. 
( The trouble in the world  could continue for a very long time )

….excerpt from last week's Jupiter sextile Pluto 
description...

“  Beginning October 3 and peaking strongly on October 12, continuing up through
October 20, 2020, transiting Jupiter in Capricorn sextiles Neptune  in Pisces for the 3rd

time this year of 2020. 

 This cycle brings once again a gentle cooperative energy one wants to achieve in any form
of organized  activities and where a particular system, business or activity is trying get put

into place. Now the probability of you achieving this happy outcome  is enhanced and
supported by higher energies of Neptune – an essence of ideals, intuition, dreams and

creative powers can be realized. What have you been struggling with? This transit can bring
the obvious solution to you. Act on this as it could very well be the next step to relieving the

issue.

 These powers increase productive results with whatever you are trying to achieve. 
What outcome are you attempting to realize now?

In a higher realm, the truth is, millions of beautiful souls which have been diligently working
on themselves over the years and wanting to move up and go to the next level of truth and
liberation have inadvertently  incited the anger of that astral realm of darkness, whether

they are in human form or otherwise. These  energies that have been controlling this planet
for ions and can hardly believe so many millions have successfully pulled themselves into a

greater intelligence, awakening and desiring a higher freedom.  Their greatest fear and
upset is losing control over the humans divine.

Millions understand they have a source within and above them, which is their very own
nuclear reactor, capable of transforming and supercharging their lives, overriding any

Capricorn perversion ( Saturn, Jupiter and Pluto in Capricorn cycle 2020). Every zodiac
sign has high qualities and also we can find very particular negative ones also. Capricorn

negatives would be found in those who are  attempting to control others.  This extreme
abuse of controlling the masses using any desperate means available is going to backfire.
Is it possible that now is the time to merge ( a sextile) your  inner power with the  highest
desire for bringing heaven to earth in our worlds.  How would that look in your world?

What are your inner promptings to realize this potential of being free? What does that look
like for you?  Can you see how individually ( YOU) by improving and striving for more and
more freedom brings collectively a mass revolution because so many are unified across the

world, doing this?

An enormous group of souls are moving up towards higher levels of existence, greater
beauty, freedom, higher beliefs. They are evolving and changing rapidly. There are shadow
groups who are physical and many live in other dimensions who have witnessed this sudden

motivation to accelerate of humanity and they are trying to slow down this rapid
development of millions. 

 It is reaching its ultimate polarizing confrontation in 2022 – 2024. This is because of an



astrological aspect found in the article U.S. Astrology and the World, 2022.
This could be the pinnacle of humanity escaping their ancient control.

Those darker control forces who observe this activity are highly agitated. They desperately
are trying to find methods to implement and calculate just how effective each one of these

methods they are releasing onto the planet are successfully slowing down the soul evolution
of humanity leaving this 3rd dimension of the purely physical realm,  seeking its ultimate

freedom...this explosive race towards their true destiny is increasing rapidly.

Because these dark forces can not create anything  original, they live off of higher souls'
divine spark and originality. 

 They want to own it, control it, manipulate and steal the beauty of divine intelligence
within, this is why I urge affirmations for putting on one's shields in so many Stardrops and
other Articles. It works.  We require extra protection now as the enemy in 2020 has stepped

up their agenda in the physical against this amazing epic revolution of souls. 

We are becoming free. It doesn't look like it does it!  But believe me, it's true. The level of
higher  consciousness within even just the people I speak to each day has become 100%

evident 
 The majority of the population are moving up up up into higher realms, to the point where
soon, the veil that separates the physical world from the etheric world, where magnificent

divine beings inhabit, will be just around the corner. 
Once people see and experience the full truth, all darker and lower level entities and beings

will realize they have lost, as we have been their food, in more ways than one. 

So, Jupiter in Capricorn as I see it, is the magnanimous Arch-angelic Powers under the
Divine Hierarchies now in 2020 uniting with those that are moving out of this cage.  These

powerful beings are  extending their arms through the dimensions, holding fast and
breaching any sense of separation. The dates below just possibly could be the highest

moments this activity is taking place. 
 How do you know?  Look at the unification of minds all over the world, one mind choosing

truth, love, higher paths, disentangling from negative drama and shadows in the world,
working hard towards their freedom,  researching practicing and applying higher

principles to be their lives. Even if it's financial, business, family, body and health, it's
accelerating.  The intense longing to be free has never been so strong universally.”

Jupiter sextile Neptune Higher Realm Intercession Dates:

1. February 15-28, 2020
2. July 10-30, 2020 
3. October 1 - 20 2020

 ...end of excerpt



Oct 12 - 13            Mercury at 11* Scorpio Retrograde sextile Venus at 11* Virgo;  
As Mercury turns Retrograde on this day, the Messenger Mercury which stands 
between the higher worlds and humans, is creating a bridge. This bridge might 
come as an invitation to receive a special concept, thought, plan or commitment.

                            Sun at 21* Libra oppose Mars at 21* Aries Retro    A sudden 
aggravation over one issue could interfere momentarily with the vision you are 
trying to hold. Even though the issue must be handled, resist obsessing over any 
fabrications.

Oct 15                  Sun at 22* Libra square Pluto at 22* Capricorn and trine North 
Noe at 22*  Gemini    
Keep your vision strong today.  All your planning and work on your outlook has 
been tested by Mars' unrelenting abrasive nature. Upsetting people, upsetting 
circumstances, upsetting and confrontational energies or issues must be diffused
with your cool demeanor. No need to respond to crazy when no reasoning exists.
Just walk away and say thank you.

Oct 17 – 19          Sun at 25* Libra square Saturn at 25* Capricorn   A 
continuation of tests. At this point, handling other's rules or complaints are just 
counterproductive. It is very possible through this week, you are walking in two 
worlds:  The world you sense is your right to experience in the very near future, 
and another world where some situation is presenting an irrational upsetting 
issue that has the potential of restricting you in some way.  Again, this must be 
handled tactfully, graciously and move forward with a plan to provide one fact or
concept that is truthful in order to help that individual, positive decisions for 
your future you have been making are not going to be messed up by this 
restrictive complaint. 

Remember, Mercury retro is guiding us to disentangle ourselves from something
a bit irrational and upsetting. It may have been this way forever, possibly 
changing faces, circumstances, etc...but the pattern is becoming clear.

 Oct 10 - 18      All week Mars at 19* Aries retro square Jupiter at 19* Capricorn 
Similar to the Sun square Jupiter above, but a bit more emotionally tempting to 
exaggerate, embellish, or buy into someone elses' dramatic explanations thereby 
pitching us to cave and go along with something that just might have been 
completely unnecessary. Would a large expense be part of this?  Is it a 
commitment someone could be needing from you but it just seems a bit too 
much?  Best to wait just a bit longer, and get as much facts or alternative options
as you can.



Oct 17 - 19           Venus at 18* Virgo oppose Neptune at 18* Pisces ; Venus at 18-
19* Virgo inconjunct Mars at 19* Aries retrograde and trine  Jupiter at 18* 
Capricorn

Even though Venus does make a nice social happy trine to Jupiter throughout 
this cycle, waves of discouragement could translate into life letting us down. 
These sensations might  come and go.

Venus the planet of what we value and treasure, is in a strange energetic conflict 
with some thing attempting to project a failure, a loss of some kind into your 
imagination. What might be at state could be your social relationship 
connections. It is projecting something you might consider a difficult thing to go 
through.
Please don't fixate on these feelings or “what if's. With this Venus, and the Mars 
description below, something weird is going on, and it might not all be you. 

 Have you been sensing a disturbing feeling of something wrong or negative 
trying to intrude upon your world?  Push this opposition back. With this 
sensitive Venus position, on top of the past week's Mars Retro in Aries square 
Pluto from Oct 6 – 13 especially, dark forces have been encroaching upon many 
minds and emotions, projecting worse case scenarios bringing many people 
down. 
Shake it off and capture the many things you can be thankful for right now, and 
hang onto those. 
By the way, this destructive Mars square Pluto first emerged on August 9 – 15, 
peaking exactly August 13, 2020' Returned on August 5/6 – 13th, then one more 
time on Dec 19 – 26, 2020 and then will move on. 

Heavy negative antics manipulating people and situations in order to bring the 
energy down, cause depression, hopelessness and unfair even severe challenging
battles in ones' life, must be reversed by powerful affirmations all the way to the 
end of the year. 

AFFIRMATION:

“By the powers of the Seven Archangels, and Archangel Michael, I call down 
Mighty Shields of invincible crystalline electronic light to cover  me, my body, 
mind, soul and feelings now. Nothing can penetrate the armor I have upon me.
My mind is joined with the Higher Mind of  All That Is, and Its supreme 



wisdom dictates the terms. Nothing can defeat the fulfillment of my divine 
purpose, and I call for the full force of this protection around me 24 hours each 
day, Amen.”

 REMEMBER:   Mercury RETROGRADE on October 12/13 in Scorpio in 
opposition  to  Uranus at 9* Taurus retrograde. Link to Mercury explanation for 
this October/November. 

Oct 5- Nov 6   Transiting Pluto at 22* Capricorn inconjunct North Node at 22* 
Gemini
An unusual financial economic shift and adjustment has been in process 
globally. Several important details are being altered, adjusted and new ways of 
receiving monies, communication of data, transferring of financial information 
and money, currencies, exchange and value of money, and something to do 
about speed, electronic AI rapid results with Gemini Mercurial information part 
of the process ( I personally don't understand this, but It's economic, involves 
data incorporated into money some how, and causing a huge alteration and 
adjustment globally with financial world?)  

So, there you have it – another week of particular cycles bringing opportunity to 
embrace or transform our lives.  How can there be so many many variations of 
planets, stars and cycles to navigate around and through each week of our lives? 
Amazing. 

See you next week, 
Christine 
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